
Luca was our 100th adoption. She was 

fostered by Jenny, one of our team mem-

bers and it wasn’t long before she was 

adopted. None of this would be possible if 

it wasn’t for our adoption team, the RSDR 

team, the new families, the foster carers 

and to everyone who supports us. Thanks 

to all of you for helping us to rescue these 

dogs from starvation and abuse and place 

them in loving family homes. 
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T E R E S T :  

 Thank you to everyone 

in England and Holland-

who sent things with Pet 

Chauffeurs and to every-

one who has sent par-

cels. 

 UK adoptions ..Kerry 

and Kosta have made 

contact with a vet in 

Veliko Turnovo who can 

do the necessary rabies 

blood testing so that 

dogs can now be 

adopted in the UK. Dogs 

will still have to stay with 

us for 6 months after 

the test date before 

being allowed to enter 

the UK. Please see the 

adoption page on the 

website for more infor-

mation. 

 Sadly a litter of pups 

that we were going to 

collect this weekend, 

have gone missing. The 

pups were in an unused 

building and their 

mother is a feral dog. 

We first saw them when 

they were about 10 days 

old and we said we 

would take them just 

after they were 3 weeks 

old. We had been keep-

ing a check on them and 

they were all doing well. 

We don’t know if they 

have been moved or 

killed but we are still 

looking for them. 
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We had to say our goodbyes to ten of our 

dogs this month. Sandi, Jody, Thor, Kiki, 

Cindy, Tilly, Summer, Luca, Buddy and Sally 

all went to Holland. Summer, Luca, Buddy 

and Sally were to be fostered and the other 

dogs were adopted and went to their new 

families. Summer and Luca have now been 

adopted. Thank you to the new families and 

to our foster carers who do such a great job. 

Pet chauffeurs arrived at the beginning of the 

month to collect dogs that were going to Hol-

land to be fostered or adopted. They brought 

with them the Nissan Terrano that Keith had 

bought for us so that we can still get about to 

do rescues and feed dogs during the snow. 

We are very grateful to Pet Chauffeurs and this 

will make such a difference to us this Winter.  

Pictured on the left is Helen, Chris and Keith 

from Pet Chauffeurs and at the front is Danny 

who kindly volunteered to help drive the vehi-

cle from Holland. 

Jody, happy and loved in her new home. 



 

As usual we have had many new arrivals this month. Tony  went 

out with Luke and Luke’s friend to do the feeding rounds one day 

and they returned with nine pups. The first pup, Poppy they saw 

running about a busy road. Twice she was nearly hit by passing 

cars until they managed to catch her. Further along the same 

road they spotted five very tiny puppies by the roadside. These 

pups were only weeks old. There was no mother dog around and 

we suspect they had been dumped. At first they needed help 

feeding but they are all able to feed on their own now. One of the 

pups, Phoenix is half the size of the others and we were very con-

cerned about her, especially when they all seemed to be suffering 

from some kind of infection. We treated them with antibiotics and 

now all seem to be doing well.  

After picking up the five tiny pups, Tony was asked by a man if he 

could take three other pups as other pups from the litter had 

already been killed on the road.  

Elena who brought Odin to us, contacted me and asked if we 

would take a little Labrador pup with a deformed front leg. 

The pup had been bred by a vet in Bulgaria who was going to 

kill him as he couldn’t sell him due to his deformity. We ar-

ranged for Kosta to collect the pup on a return visit from Ru-

dozem when he would be taking some of the dogs from here.  

Not long after Kosta had collected the pup, he spotted another 

little pup, on her own at a petrol station. She was very thin 

and hungry so he put her in the van and took her back with 

him.  
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Becks (Rascal) who had previously been adopted in Bul-

garia, came back to us after the people who adopted him, 

moved to spain to find work. Becks is also with Kerry and 

Kosta.  They were asked to take another dog, Rex, who 

had a terrible wound to his neck from being chained up. 

Unfortunately Rex escaped over a 2 metre high fence and 

went back to his previous home.  Kerry and Kosta built 

another pen, this time with a covered top but after trying to 

dig his way out he demolished the door and escaped again. 

The lady who owned Rex said he has always been able to 

escape from anywhere. The only pen that would hold Rex 

would have to be purpose built with a solid floor , a roof 

and a metal door and fittings.  The lady has agreed that she 

will keep Rex until we are able to take him back. His neck 

has now healed and he now has a collar instead of a chain 

around his neck. Kerry will make regular checks on him. 

We have had expert opinions on Einstein’s deformed leg 

from vets in other countries and at this stage, it doesn’t 

look like anything should be done with it. He is quite able 

to get about and play and the leg doesn’t seem to drag or 

get in his way. 

Some of the pups in Rudozem have had a stomach infec-

tion and the vet came out yesterday to give nine of them an 

antibiotic injection. They are all lively and playing and still 

eating so hopefully we have caught it in time before any of 

them start to feel ill. This is always a danger when we 

bring new pups in as there is always a risk of infection.  

With a shelter, we would have facilities to keep newcom-

ers quarantined for a period of time. 

From left to right 

1sr row. Einstein, Kozy, Marek and Poppy 

2nd row. Tiki, Shep, Eddie and phoenix 

3rd row. Ember, Mishka and Layla 

Above right. Kerry and Rex 



Kim was a young feral dog 

who was going to be shot. 

She had a habit of stealing 

shoes and other things from 

peoples doorsteps. Some-

one arranged for her to be 

thrown some food contain-

ing a strong sedative and 

she was caught and brought 

to us. She was not used to 

contact with people at all 

and was scared and would 

growl. Tony spent a lot of 

time talking to her and gain-

ing her trust. She is still 

timid but is learning to trust 

people and will come for a 

fuss. She is now inside with 

Matty, Brownie and Sadie. 

We have a large number of dogs that have not been sponsored.  If you can help by sponsoring one of our dogs for 10 

euros a month, please visit our  

sponsor page at 

http://www.streetdogrescue.com/sponsoradog.htm  

We now have 24 dogs and 4 cats who don’t have any sponsors. The dogs and cats who aren’t sponsored are listed 

below: 

 Dogs- Nova, Tasha, Pepper, Bingo, Bunty, Olga, Ruby, Roma, Lisa, Shyanne, Kim, Kos, Sophie, Einstein, Kozy, Mishka, 

Eddie, Phoenix, Ember, layla, Shep, Tiki, Poppy and Marek 

Cats– Felix, Yoda, Winnie, Sevdaline. 
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Raise funds for RSDR when you search the web. You can 

do this from anywhere in the world! 

 

Use easysearch every time you search the Web and they’ll 

give RSDR, 50% of the fees paid by their  

advertising sponsors to Rudozem Street Dog Rescue 

(RSDR).  Please set http://rsdr.easysearch.org.uk/ as your 

home page. 

 

If you are in the UK, and you have some Christmas shop-

ping to do.  Please try shopping from over 2000 well 

known UK Retailers, and have some of the proceeds go to 

RSDR.  Please go to  

 http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/rsdr/ 

UPDATE ON THE SHELTER APPEAL 

   

The total raised so far for the building for the shelter/clinic, was 

updated today ( 27th November). We now have 29,364.76 of 
the 38,000 euros that we need to buy the building. Notary fees, 

lawyers fees and taxes will also have to be paid which aren't 
included in the 38,000. That is the actual purchase price of the 

building. We had to make the decision whether to proceed or 

not, so with the option of being able to borrow up to 10,000 
euros, we have told the lawyer to go ahead and do the prelimi-

nary contract. The seller did say he wanted to complete by the 
15th December but has now agreed to give us until the 22nd. 

We know buying the building is only half the battle as it will then 
take time and money to actually turn it into a shelter/clinic but 

this is still a big step towards our goal and we thank everyone 

who has helped to make this possible. We still need to raise as 
much as we can and it would be nice if we did reach the target 

figure of 38,000 and then we can buy the building without bor-
rowing towards it.  

The building which will become our shel-

ter/clinic. 
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